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Green For All is a national organization working to build an inclusive green economy strong enough 

to lift people out of poverty. Green For All is dedicated to improving the lives of all Americans 

through a clean energy economy. We work in collaboration with the business, government, labor, and 

grassroots communities to create and implement programs that increase quality jobs and opportuni-

ties in green industry – all while holding the most vulnerable people at the center of our agenda.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

All. The goal of this brief is to provide basic tools to agencies and organizations interested in putting 

with other industry leaders so they can replicate the best practices.

-

mies. They create high-quality jobs and career pipelines that can help stabilize communities hit hard 

by high unemployment. They allow governments and taxpayers to amplify the impact of their pro-

gram dollars. They lead to the formation of new coalitions that help increase the size and strength 

of the green economy. Finally, HRAs can expand the capacity of contractors, especially Historically 

industry and ensure its ongoing viability.

Though High Road strategies apply to a range of sectors, this brief focuses on the use of High Road 

studies describing how High Road standards have been implemented and what results they achieved. 

-

-

ca’s Cities Working Group. The toolkit can be found online at http://www.greenforall.org/Toolkit.

http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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II. WHAT IS A HIGH ROAD AGREEMENT?
-

tries that are characterized by high-quality work, high-quality jobs, and broad access to opportunity 

for a diversity of businesses and workers. High Road strategies result in substantial, measurable, and 

A High Road Agreement (HRA)
to the quality and accessibility of economic opportunities associated with a particular project, invest-

ment, or initiative. The Agreement lays out strategies for advancing these goals (also known as High 

evaluating progress towards goals. Agreements are often the products of a stakeholder process, com-

HRAs can be applied to any project or program that aspires to create widespread economic oppor-

tunity for local businesses and workers and to ensure high-quality products and services to the pub-

-

dards. High Road Agreements tend to be used—and are most appropriate—in situations where these 

-

ample would be a project that has no single end-user, developer, or site. HRAs apply well to a decen-

homeowners. The process of developing a High Road Agreement with a wide range of stakeholders 

and endorsements builds a consensus that can lead to positive outcomes even if the agreement itself is 
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Clean Energy Works Oregon (CEWO) High Roads Agreement Case 
Study 

helps residential home owners save energy, lower utility bills, improve home comfort, and 

-

-

1  

Green -

holders and creating a High Road Agreement that established guidelines for job training, 

sound labor practices, and local participation. 

As -

people of color, veterans, people with disabilities, low-income individuals, and/or formerly 

2 -

employees.  

As -

duce the following outcomes: 140 direct new-hire construction jobs; over 700 workers receiv-

disadvantaged businesses. 

-

1 Jobs 

2  http://www.cleanenergywork 
soregon.org/job-creation/.
3  

from: http://www.cleanenergyworksoregon.org/job-creation/.

http://www.cleanenergyworksoregon.org/job-creation/
http://www.cleanenergyworksoregon.org/job-creation/
http://www.cleanenergyworksoregon.org/job-creation/
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tive for contractors to train new workers.3

entry-level graduates of training programs with contractors who agree to provide essential 

on-the-job experience and practical skills. As an incentive to provide training, contractors 

receive subsidies to supplement wages for these hires. Existing employees who want to ad-

vance their skills can also apply for continuing education scholar ships through the program. 

Fundamental -

ers with a focus on problem-solving rather than punishment. For example, some contractors 

-

worked with contractors to procure health care as a group, letting them negotiate a better 

price. 

 is one of the leading home performance programs in the country. While some other 

1,000 home upgrades over the course of a year, has generated over $390,000 in total energy 

-

tomer satisfaction rating.

III. WHY USE HIGH ROAD AGREEMENTS?

Economic Development: High Road Agreements help ensure that public investments in home perfor-

mance programs lead to growth in local economies. Hiring provisions mean that local communities 

have better access to jobs. Coupled with fair, family-supporting wages, these provisions lead to lo-

cal workers and businesses spending more dollars in their own communities, which creates a strong 

increases the competitiveness of a community, and the collaborative structure necessary to design and 

implement a High Road Agreement helps create strong alliances that build the capacity of the current 

initiative to succeed, as well as creating social capital that can be built upon to grow other green sec-

tors in the future.
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Equity and Opportunity: The targeted hiring provisions of High Road Agreements improve econom-

ic opportunity for underserved communities and increase job access for underrepresented workers. 

For those with historically high unemployment—including people of color—HRAs create a practical 

path to family-supporting jobs and careers.

Quality Work Product: High Road Agreement training provisions ensure that new workers are ad-

deliver anticipated savings to consumers. This is essential to customer satisfaction and the long-term 

viability of the developing industry.

Broad Networks of Support: High Road Agreements cultivate networks of support for home perfor-

mance or other green initiatives by addressing the interests of constituencies who might not include 

-

force development, poverty, civil rights, labor, youth, jobs, and economic development groups can 

become champions of green programs. This broad network of supporters increases the odds that a 

program will succeed, and it builds political and implementation support for this and future green or 

High Road endeavors.

High Road Agreements create an environment and build a market where companies that provide a 

better product and better opportunities for their workers can compete. This advances the whole mar-

2) High Road Agreement Case Study 
 

-

2

4. The program, co-administered by the 

2 offers energy 

with Energy Advocates – staff who walk homeowners through the decision-making process 

4 2 http://smartenergypays.com/.

http://smartenergypays.com/
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about home upgrades. To assist program implementation and create a skilled labor force, 

5. The Agreement’s provisions are designed to tackle unem-

 

kee’s popula-

6 2’s work hours be performed by 

established for residential projects, while federal Davis-Bacon Act standards apply for com-

-

-

lum and provided technical assistance to small contractors.  

2 was able to build on the city administration’s strong policy commitments to supporting 

job creation and retention. For example, the workforce agreement incorporates the Residents 

publicly supported construction should create job opportunities for local residents7 2 

2 has performed 710 home energy assessments and 262 home 

2 is expanding efforts to 

generate leads and engage customers, which will increase participation in the program.

5 -

http://www.greenforall.com/Toolkit.

6  http://
. 

7 http://city.milwaukee.
gov/mpw/divisions/administrative/ContractAdministration.htm.

http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
http://factfinder2.census.gov/
http://factfinder2.census.gov/
http://city.milwaukee.gov/mpw/divisions/administrative/ContractAdministration.htm
http://city.milwaukee.gov/mpw/divisions/administrative/ContractAdministration.htm
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IV. ESTABLISHING AND IMPLEMENTING HIGH ROAD 
AGREEMENTS 
 
The general process for establishing and implementing High Road Agreements is remarkably 

major steps: 

1. Assemble a diverse group of stakeholders.

2. 

3. -

tion of requirements, incentives, and supporters.

4. Agree on metrics and a process to collect and report data regularly. 

5. Agree on a process to improve progress toward goals by reviewing data, evaluating strate-

solving, innovation, and ensuring mutual accountability.

your High Road Agreement and can then move on to implementation and evaluation.

Below is a more detailed description of each step.

Step 1 - Assemble a diverse group of stakeholders

Choosing stakeholders and establishing an ongoing committee is key to developing the High Road 

Agreement. These stakeholders commit to work together throughout the implementation of a suc-

cessful program. A stakeholder committee usually includes community-based organizations (such as 

workforce development and training entities, organized labor, contractors, and government program 

staff. Figure 1 shows a chart of typical stakeholders in a High Road Agreement. 

-
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tant to establish a common, upfront understanding of each stakeholder’s self-interest, the value they 

bring to the project, what they need from other stakeholders, and the common values of the program. 

to be negotiated.

High Road program. They should possess a clear commitment to the goals of the program, hands-

committee is to lead a successful program, all perspectives should be represented. Community-based 

administer the program for which a High Road agreement is being created. High Road contractors are 

essential to ensure that the program is feasible from a business perspective while still holding High 

worker training, skill development, and labor standards are tied into the High Road Agreement from 

the beginning.

 

Figure 1: Key stakeholder categories for creating a High Road Agreement.

This process builds stronger, more collaborative initiatives that produce better results over time. There 

is a learning curve as groups shift away from working in isolation and focusing only on their own 

outcomes to working together with a multi-faceted stakeholder group that will ultimately produce 
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broader goals of the program. Flexibility and patience are key. For the facilitator, anticipating potential 

-

ship among all interested parties.

The program’s goals are interdependent with, yet distinct from, the strategies used to achieve those 

developing their own creative strategies to meet the goals. 

The stakeholder committee should agree on goals to meet local needs. They can start by pulling from 

existing agreements from other communities and adapting them as needed. 

Establishing formal goals and objectives is important, but if stakeholders don’t agree on strategies to 

meet these targets, they may have less success producing High Road outcomes.

Incentives reward actors for High Road behavior. 

Requirements -

tors must meet, usually by establishing a contractor pool. This allows contractors to com-

more points to contractors who go further.

Supports allow those who would like to be High Road actors, but who need help to do it, 

to achieve their goals. Contractor supports are key to helping a diverse group of contrac-

tors compete and are important in developing a High Road market.

Works can be found at www.greenforall.org/HRABrief -

Toolkit.

www.greenforall.org/HRABrief
http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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Following are some examples of typical goals:

Goal 1: Good Jobs

-

porting wages are key to stabilizing individuals and families. High-quality jobs help professionalize 

-

standing prevailing wages in industries and are important partners in this decision.

-

incentivized through additional work or better scoring on applications. 

Strategies:

Wage Floors: 
-

federal poverty line, or by considering housing prices in the area. This is an area where there may be 

legal issues you will want to review, depending on the nature of the program and the state’s prevail-

ing wage law.

Contractor Pools: Creating a contractor pool with base wages and other minimum requirements for 

the High Road requirements, and contractors must agree to them in writing when they apply to be a 

each contractor for every project should include an agreement to meet the High Road targets. 

-

mand for the program grows. An open pool, though it seems more inclusive, may mean that instead 

-

Best Value Contracting:
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has required minimums; however, rather than awarding work to the lowest bidder who meets mini-

-

tractors are awarded contracts, even if their price is somewhat higher than that of minimum bidders. 

HRAs usually require a minimum amount of training for the workers of participating contractors. 

-

munities. 

-

force. As our economy becomes increasingly specialized and we develop new economic sectors, there 

actual employers. A High Road Agreement makes a direct connection to employers by requiring them 

to hire from training programs and by creating systems for training programs and employers to work 

closely together in order to meet employers’ needs.

Strategies:

can not only prepare a skilled workforce but also provide a key link between contractors and targeted 

-

ties, evidence of wraparound supports to ensure these workers will have an opportunity to succeed, 

availability of practical on-the-job and desktop training, and demonstrated relationships with em-

ployers and/or union apprenticeship programs to ensure career pathways

are selected as a designated training program and contractors are required to make all (or some per-

http://www.greenforall.org/Toolkit . 

http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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Wage Subsidies and Training Wages: 
the-job training or who hire workers transitioning from the welfare or criminal justice systems, work-

ers with disabilities, returning veterans, and others. Workforce representatives on the stakeholder 

advisory committee can help identify and leverage such programs. This kind of incentive helps offset 

contractor concerns that they will not get the value they need from new workers, and it compensates 

them for the skill training they are providing. Trainee wage rates can also be established, though this 

can be a complicated point in negotiations as there is a history of established practice related to ap-

prenticeship rates, and there is a risk that new employees will be exploited at lower wage rates. These 

barriers can be worked through by local stakeholders who best understand the local labor market.

Long Island Green Homes Case Study  
-

-

cally distressed community, for jobs with career pathways. He developed a resource center 

in the neighborhood that offered pre-apprenticeship training, soft skills development, and 

wraparound services for neighborhood residents interested in exploring careers in the green 

economy. These opportunities were paired with survival employment within the mainte-

nance and operations division of the Town of Babylon. 

 

-

cruit residents from disadvantaged communities for apprenticeships and job placement with 

their home performance contractors. 

Each partner played a critical role in creating a strong career pipeline for community mem-

bers. The Wyandanch Resource Center prepared and supported workers with the greatest 
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the training of these and other local workers in order to place skilled workers with contrac-

tors. They also supported small and emerging contractors to increase their capacity to per-

 

-

participation and leading to more work for contractors. This in turn creates a greater need for 

-

rials to organizers doing outreach, allowing them to communicate effectively without wast-

ing limited resources. This created a win for everyone involved: more homes participated in 

in stronger contractors with more work, more jobs were provided for Babylon’s most vulner-

Goal 3: Access to Career Opportunities

equal to the highest unemployment rates for whites.9

communities of color and communities with high unemployment, High Road Agreements identify 

targeted communities and ensure that they have access to the hiring pool. 

Strategies:

Local hire: Hiring requirements are one strategy to ensure that investments generate economic op-

portunity for local workers. However, explicitly requiring local hire can be open to legal challenges, as 

every city only offers opportunity for their own residents, it limits the opportunity for new workers in 

the industry.

High Road Agreements often require that a percentage of the work (generally measured in dollars or 

and agreements designed around targeted worker provisions tend to have stronger legal standing.

9

african-american-latino-unemployment/. 

http://www.epi.org/publication/ib322-african-american-latino-unemployment/
http://www.epi.org/publication/ib322-african-american-latino-unemployment/
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Targeted hiring: Targeted hiring provisions require that disadvantaged or underrepresented workers 

committee and can include women, veterans, the homeless, the formerly incarcerated, low income 

workers, people with disabilities, or any other group where unemployment is high and access to 

opportunity is needed, particularly communities of color. Targeted hiring can require that contrac-

that work with underserved populations.

-

ed within the sector, has a household income less than a certain percentage of area median income, or 

-

resources that can help stakeholders understand potential legal issues as they develop a High Road 

language in an agreement. This ensures that the agreement will meet the stakeholder committee’s 

equity goals while also standing up to potential legal challenges.

-

Toolkit -

-

-

tively reach and serve targeted communities. 

Goal 4: Creating Career Pathways for Workers

High Road Agreements can create incentives for contractors to support employees in developing their 

skills and advancing their careers. Workers who become equipped with a broad range of technical ex-

pertise are better able to market themselves and advance within their career, and they serve to further 

better-quality work product.

http://www.communitybenefits.org/legal
http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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Strategies:

-

-

mechanisms such as employee scholarship programs and targeted training programs to support and 

encourage contractors who help advance the skills and position of entry-level employees. Connec-

tions to community colleges and building trade unions can be important in helping workers under-

stand what advanced career pathways look like. Figure 2 maps out many of the elements that need to 

be present and coordinated in order to create pathways into middle class careers.

 

Figure 2: Creating successful career ladders.10 11

10 http://
. 

11  

 .

http://www.epi.org/publication/ib322-african-american-latino-unemployment/
http://www.epi.org/publication/ib322-african-american-latino-unemployment/
http://www.urban.org/publications/412399.html
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Goal 5: Contractor Diversity

Agreements often prioritize the participation of diverse businesses.

Strategies:

Targets for Historically Underrepresented Businesses
that a certain percentage of project dollars be awarded to local businesses or to businesses owned 

by historically disadvantaged or underrepresented groups, such as women, minorities, or veterans. 

Ensuring that the stakeholder advisory committee includes partners with deep connections to histori-

cally underutilized businesses are key to ensuring that these businesses are brought to the table in a 

meaningful way. As with race, gender, or geographic preferences in hiring, this is an area that raises 

potential legal issues, and a lawyer’s review will be helpful.

Business Supports
-

tially a strategy to grow the private sector by leveraging public programs and resources to spark the 

emergence and professionalization of a new market. Due to the importance of business supports as a 

strategy, we devote a separate section to the topic below.

regularly

measureable outcomes that program administrators can evaluate objectively (like hours worked by 

a part of developing the Agreement, the stakeholder committee and the administering entity must 

identify realistic and effective data collection processes from the beginning.12 They should identify 

what data the program will collect and report, and they should focus on a system that is streamlined 

and easy for businesses to use. Where possible, data requirements should match data that businesses 

already track. For example, existing systems that businesses use to make payroll can also be used to 

12 http://www.greenforall.org/Toolkit . 

http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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track wages. Technical assistance for contractors can supplement the work required to set up appro-

priate tracking systems.

home performance programs, common categories include the number of homes upgraded, the 

amount of energy saved, the percentage of local and targeted hires (number employed, hours worked, 

about by the HRA, such as an increase in local wages, formation of new relationships, and strength-

ening of infrastructure to support businesses and help community-based organizations serve their 

constituents.

Before the agreement is signed, stakeholders should establish a process to continue meeting and 

regular monthly or quarterly meetings to review data and make adjustments to the program. This 

their counterparts. As obstacles or opportunities come up, the program can rely on the relationships it 

has created in order to ensure its success.

Contractors receiving work from a High Road program need to be held accountable for achieving the 

goals set forth in the High Road Agreement. Enforcement should focus primarily on working with 

stakeholders to meet program goals by evaluating progress towards goals, identifying problems and 

potential barriers to the program, and adapting the program as needed to help meet goals. After a 

it cooperatively with the input of the stakeholder advisory committee before considering punitive ac-

tion.
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-

ebrations build momentum, good will, publicity and political capital—all of which help an initiative 

meet its goals. 

Community Power Works (CPW) Seattle Case Study 

20 million federal investment that will yield more than $100 million worth 

of upgrading 2,000 homes, and in spring of 2012 had 1,500 homes in the program queue, 

with 135 homes upgraded and 65 more in process. 

While this took time and was hard work, the High Road Agreement that was developed is 

www.greenforall.org/HRABrief for your 

-

 

The -

ple, while many of the early conversations were about wage rates, it soon became clear that a 

bigger issue was creating enough demand for the program and thus allowing for new hires. 

The program started by trying to meet many ambitious High Road goals at once, includ-

generate demand from homeowners. This meant less work and fewer hires. A programmatic 

decision was made to expand services to the whole city, generating more demand and more 

hires, while continuing to include the targeted community. This increased the program’s con-

version rate and resulted in more hiring. 

To work -

ships among stakeholders. For negotiating tricky issues, small groups were best, whereas 

http://www.greenforall.org/HRABrief
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large groups were best when the goal was to share information. The political capital built by 

the stakeholder process that developed the High Road Agreement helped create the rela-

tionships and accountability that made it possible to work through these issues and create a 

more successful program than many others who did not create such broad community buy-

in at the beginning of the process. 

 

http://www.communitypowerworks.org/

V. WRITING AND INSTITUTIONALIZING THE HIGH 
ROAD AGREEMENT 

implementation, the agreement should be institutionalized by having everyone contribute their signa-

-

countability.

Where possible, High Road Agreements should also be endorsed by the City Council or other govern-

ment body. This gives other leaders a chance to stand with the group of stakeholders and can pave the 

way for smooth implementation with public agencies and staff. Finalizing the agreement with signa-

VI. ESSENTIAL STRATEGIES – PROVIDING BUSINESS 
SUPPORT

public dollars to spark a private-sector market and can help to support businesses in a growing new 

-

tion and program documents are available in the Toolkit
section.

http://www.communitypowerworks.org/%20
http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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can also increase access to new streams of work for small or underrepresented businesses that High 

emerging contractors for support in the following areas: outreach and information, access to bonding 

and insurance, workforce development, business capacity building and mentorship, marketing tools, 

-

velopment among contractors, or it may be necessary to create new resources.

Outreach and Information

best done through trusted networks to inform them about business opportunities in the initiative.

Workforce Development

-

contractor needs, assisting in the creation of formal relationships with training and apprenticeship 

programs, and developing outreach programs to establish a pipeline of workers and contractors. They 

locations. Finally, they need to provide direct support in the following forms: high-quality business 

training programs, technical assistance for contractors, providing and helping to secure access to 

-

quirements for new entry-level hires, and technical assistance. The latter might include assistance on 

pools to reduce costs.

Capacity Building and Mentorship
direct connections between contractors and subcontractors and other supportive entities or business 

-

fort to promote diverse business participation, suppliers who can best support contractors, and work-

force intermediaries who can facilitate smooth interactions with training programs and new hires.

Provide Technical Assistance and Business Development
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coaching is especially helpful in accessing insurance and marketing, developing cooperative market-

ing materials, training in sales and soft skills, establishing infrastructure for job estimating, costing, 

and accounting, and determining capital requirements for expansion in the program as well as other 

-

ments, reducing job costs, and increasing margins while continuing to be a High Road employer. 

marketing, and supplies. 

Marketing:
by giving them attention, certifying them as condoned contractors, and sponsoring them to get ad-

.13 

Case Study  
Creating community-based demand is a strategy to achieve High Road outcomes when there 

is not a full High Road Agreement for an initiative. Community-based organizations have 

long honed their ability to connect with hard-to-reach communities by becoming trusted 

helped organizations deliver customers to contractors in exchange for High Road provisions. 

-

nity-based organizations can get contractors to agree to High Road outcomes such as wage 

13 http://www.greenforall.org/Toolkit

http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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available in the Toolkit  

The -

-

hood politics, social networks, and trends, they know how to get low- and moderate-income 

-

high-income to qualify for federally subsidized programs. The Center for Working Families 

is preparing community organizations with messages and materials that help them commu-

nicate about the program. They have also worked extensively with contractors to build trust 

with community groups. 

The pilot project allows community organizations to sign up groups of homeowners in tar-

-

-

tum within the neighborhood. 

Eligible

community organization, include High Road provisions that result in better wages, local 

hiring, training and subcontracting to small local contractors (who are often minority-owned 

it’s not politically feasible to win statewide standards for home energy upgrade workers. 

For

Access to Capital: Another necessary support is to help the program’s High Road contractors to con-

nect with capital providers that can meet their particular needs. For example, a line of credit product 

that is designed to address working capital shortfalls can also address the issue that many small busi-

-

ucts can be designed to tackle other shortfalls that might occur in the program, such as marketing and 

http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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incentives. The continued health of these local businesses and their ability to expand relies on access 

to capital for acquiring equipment and scaling up.

VII. CONCLUSION: HOW DO HIGH ROAD AGREE-
MENTS FIT IN TO LARGER POLICY DISCUSSIONS?

best-value contracting are common practices for governments and private companies at local, state, 

their public projects. As our economy continues to struggle on the one hand but on the other hand 

sees the emerging growth of green industries, many communities have learned the hard way that 

High Road Agreements offer one strategy on a larger menu for communities looking to build High 

Road industries and spark the growth of an emerging green private sector.

The success of these strategies has not gone unnoticed, and in a political climate where there are 

polarized discussions about the role of government, it will be important for the broad range of indus-

stories to draw attention to the way HRAs kick-start economic development. As we see more data 

become clearer, we can answer questions about the role of government or the reasons for negotiating 

the maximum value on their project, and we should expect no less from our government when they 

use taxpayer dollars to support an industry.
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VIII. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
 

 

 

 

http://www.greenforall.org/Toolkit

Green For All is available on a limited basis to consult on high road projects.

Contact consult@greenforall.org for more information.

http://www.communitybenefits.org/legal/%20
http://www.efficiencycities.org/
http://www.communitybenefits.org/
http://www.greenforall.org/resources/toolkit-for-residential-energy-efficiency-upgrade-programs
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